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:

 (1)  

 $1  $3  $5  $10  $………….. ( )

 (2)  

   

 $1  $3  $5  $10  $………….. ( )

 (3)
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 $1  $3  $5  $10  $………….. ( )

(4)

                       

 $1  $3  $5  $10  $………….. ( )
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Questionnaire

Willingness to Pay (WTP) for Ecotourism Conservation at 

Doi Suthep-Pui National Park, Chiang Mai Province.

This questionnaire is designed for collecting tourist information as a requirement of Master 

Degree in Economics at Chiang Mai University. A researcher would like to obtain your 

suggestions. Collected data will be used only for educational purposes.  All obtained information 

is confidential. Thank you for your cooperation.

(Please  in the  representing appropriate responses for the following items.) 

  Asian  

  Western  

PART 1  Tourist demographics.

1. Gender   Male     Female 

2. Age (Year)  (please specify)…………….  

3. Nationality (please specify)……………. 

4. Marital Status

  Single    Married    Others 

5. Number of family members (please specify)……………. 

6.  Education

  Less than High school    High School certificate  

 Vocational Certificate /Diploma   Bachelor’s Degree   

  Master’s Degree     Doctorate’s Degree 

7. Current Occupation

  Business owner      Employee  

  Student      Government/State Enterprise Officer 

  Housewife/Unpaid family worker   others (please specify)……………. 

8. Average Income per month ($US dollar) (please specify)…………….
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PART 2 Information of visiting Doi Suthep-Pui National Park

1. How many times have you been to the Park? 

  None      Once 

  Twice      More than twice 

2. Where did you find information about your trip in the National Park? 

  Family / Friend     Word of mouth   

  Internet      Newspaper, magazine, journal 

  Guide books     TV

  Brochures of tour-operators    Travel agent 

  Thai embassies, consulates    Tourist Authority of Thailand 

  Others (please specify)……………. 

3. What is the purpose of your trip at the Park?

         Relaxation     Education    Seminar 

         Personal business    Visit relatives             Sport  

  Others (please specify)……………. 

4. Who is travelling with you on this trip?

  None     Family     Friend 

  Tour group     Others (please specify)……………. 

5. Where have you visited at the Park?  (choose more than 1) 

  Phrathat Doi Suthep Temple   Kruba Srivichai Monument

  Pupingrachaniwet Palace   Doi Pui Hmong Village

  Huey Kaew Waterfall   Monthathan Waterfall

  Mae Sa Waterfall     Tard Mork Waterfall

  Mork Fa Waterfall Si Sang Wan Waterfall

6. How was your satisfaction on those trips?

  Very satisfy        Satisfy 

  Fine        Pungent   

7. Do you like Eco-tourism at the Park?

  Yes                   No 
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8. Have you ever participated in an environmental conservation program?

  Never      Once 

  Twice      More than twice 

9. Will you come back to at the Park again?

  Certainly ……………   May be …………… 

  Unlikely ……………   Never ever …………… 

10. Total of expenses for this trip at the Park ($US Dollars) 

     (please specify) …………………… 

(Please  in accordance with your satisfaction)
PART 3          Satisfaction ecotourism at Doi Suthep-Pui National Park 

 Satisfaction  of Domestic Trip Excellent Good Average Poor Very Poor

1.   Landscapes within the park.      

2.   Convenience of the route.      

3.   Local park cleanliness.      

4.   Services.      

5.   Adequacy of the accommodation.      

6.   Adequacy of the restaurant.      

7.  Adequacy of the toilet.      

8.   Safety while travelling.      

9.   Public services: telephone, car parking,      

Any additional comments would you recommend? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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(Please  in accordance with yours) 

PART 4           Experiences with  Ecotourism at Doi Suthep-Pui National Park 

Details of Ecotourism Conservation Level of Satisfaction 

Excellent Good Average Poor Very 

Poor

1.   Diversity of plants and animals.      

2.   Natural habitats of wildlife.      

3.   Natural food sources and various herbs.      

4     Important source watershed.      

5.   Study tour of natural and cultural resources.      

6.   Avoid damage to nature.      

7.   Reserve natural and cultural environment.      

8.   Economic opportunities for local communities      

9.   Education and environmental awareness.      

10.  Public spending for park conservation.      

Any additional comments would you recommend? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………
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PART 5 The willingness to pay of foreign travelers at Doi Suthep-Pui National Park

The affected problems: natural deterioration and losing natural fertility.

                Suthep-Pui National Park, Chiangmai owns high mountainous areas which compose of 

natural resources and various plantations. The park has many significant and traditional sites; 

Kru Ba Sri Wichai Monument, Wat Phrathat Doi Suthep, Phu Phing Royal Winter Palace, and 

Hmong village. Its remarkable waterfalls are Huay Kaew, Monthataan, Mae Sa, Thadmok, and 

Mokfah waterfall. Moreover, this national park is one of Thailand’s great bird watching 

sanctuaries. With its beautifully pure nature, it is also famous for camping and nature-study 

hiking.  However, there are several problems that the national park is facing such as : Lacking of 

area management which cause negative effect on wild plants and animals. Air and noise 

pollution from vehicles entering to the park. Forest fire and deforestation, Litter and waste from 

tourists.

Utopia of Doi Suthep - Pui National Park Conservation. 
This project consisted of two practices. 

           The first practice aims at supporting natural development while the second practice aims 

at sustainable usage of the national park area including growing eco-awareness to local people 

and tourists, building eco-tourism pathways by providing them ecological pathways with story 

boards for educational purpose, and providing transportation for travelling around the park in 

order to reduce air and noise pollution.

                     Lastly, please be of assistance on answering a questionnaire. 
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The Conservation Projects of Doi Suthep - Pui National Park

The first proposed scenario for the areas surrounding:

Launch a public relations project by creating eco-awareness to local people and tourists. 

Growing eco-awareness

How much money would you be willing to pay as an entrance’s fee for this type of activity? 

 $1  $3  $5  $10 $……….. (Please specify) 

The second proposed scenario for the areas surrounding:

Launch a public relations project by creating eco-awareness.

Build eco-tourism pathways by providing them ecological pathways with story boards for 

educational purpose. 

   
Growing eco-awareness           Eco-tourism pathways 

How much money would you be willing to pay as an entrance’s fee for these activities? 

 $1  $3  $5  $10 $……….. (Please specify) 

The third proposed scenario for the areas surrounding:

Launch a public relations project by creating eco-awareness to local people and tourists.

Build eco-tourism pathways by providing with story boards for educational purpose.

Provide tourists transportation for travelling around the park in order to reduce air and 

noise pollution (transportation’s fee is included in entrance’s fee). 
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Growing eco-awareness         Eco-tourism pathways               Bus tour

How much money would you be willing to pay as an entrance’s fee for these activities? 

 $1  $3  $5  $10 $……….. (Please specify) 

The forth proposed scenario for the areas surrounding:

Launch a public relations project by creating eco-awareness to local people and tourists.

Build eco-tourism pathways by providing with story boards for educational purpose.

Provide tourists transportation for travelling around the park in order to reduce air and 

noise pollution (transportation’s fee is included in entrance’s fee).

Aim at natural resources improvement and conservation project by launching 

reforestation campaign and taking control on forest fire problem. 

                                          
Growing eco-awareness         Eco-tourism pathways               Bus tour                     Forest care 

How much money would you be willing to pay as an entrance’s fee for these activities? 

 $1  $3  $5  $10 $……….. (Please specify) 



1

           -  1  Tobit 
+---------------------------------------------+
| Limited Dependent Variable Model - CENSORED | 
| Maximum Likelihood Estimates                | 
| Model estimated: Mar 03, 2011 at 10:46:01AM.| 
| Dependent variable                 WTP1     | 
| Weighting variable                 None     | 
| Number of observations              400     | 
| Iterations completed                  3     | 
| Log likelihood function       -969.0379     | 
| Threshold values for the model:             | 
| Lower=     .0000     Upper=+infinity        | 
| LM test [df] for tobit=     80.255[  9]     | 
| ANOVA  based fit measure =    .155256       | 
| DECOMP based fit measure =    .165111       | 
+---------------------------------------------+

+---------+--------------+----------------+--------+---------+-------
---+
|Variable | Coefficient  | Standard Error |b/St.Er.|P[|Z|>z] | Mean 
of X| 
+---------+--------------+----------------+--------+---------+-------
---+
          Primary Index Equation for Model 
 Constant      -.38215925     1.40550816     -.272   .7857 
 SEX           1.46718925      .31044993     4.726   .0000
.56000000
 AGE           -.03031918      .01781217    -1.702   .0887
41.3000000
 STATUS       -1.30761539      .29737734    -4.397   .0000
.48000000
 FAMILY         .36496447      .10479540     3.483   .0005
2.82000000
 EDU            .01971765      .31052209      .063   .9494
.52000000
 OCC            .63843423      .35101074     1.819   .0689
.56000000
 INCOME         .00026609    .603421D-04     4.410   .0000
4740.00000
 AGAIN         2.79807251     1.03133633     2.713   .0067
.98000000
          Disturbance standard deviation 
 Sigma         2.72823898      .09645781    28.284   .0000 
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2

          -  2  Marginal Effect

+-------------------------------------------+
| Partial derivatives of expected val. with | 
| respect to the vector of characteristics. | 
| They are computed at the means of the Xs. | 
| Observations used for means are All Obs.  | 
| Conditional Mean at Sample Point   4.0492 | 
| Scale Factor for Marginal Effects   .9267 | 
+-------------------------------------------+

+---------+--------------+----------------+--------+---------+---
-------+
|Variable | Coefficient  | Standard Error |b/St.Er.|P[|Z|>z] | 
Mean of X| 
+---------+--------------+----------------+--------+---------+---
-------+
 Constant      -.35413845     1.30220056     -.272   .7857 
 SEX           1.35961152      .28805856     4.720   .0000
.56000000
 AGE           -.02809611      .01650891    -1.702   .0888
41.3000000
 STATUS       -1.21173799      .27588105    -4.392   .0000
.48000000
 FAMILY         .33820443      .09717968     3.480   .0005
2.82000000
 EDU            .01827190      .28775395      .063   .9494
.52000000
 OCC            .59162275      .32533608     1.818   .0690
.56000000
 INCOME         .00024658    .559806D-04     4.405   .0000
4740.00000
 AGAIN         2.59291133      .95612329     2.712   .0067
.98000000
 Sigma            .000000   ......(Fixed Parameter)....... 

3

          -  2  Tobit

+---------------------------------------------+
| Limited Dependent Variable Model - CENSORED | 
| Maximum Likelihood Estimates                | 
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| Model estimated: Mar 03, 2011 at 10:54:05AM.| 
| Dependent variable                 WTP2     | 
| Weighting variable                 None     | 
| Number of observations              400     | 
| Iterations completed                  3     | 
| Log likelihood function       -975.1778     | 
| Threshold values for the model:             | 
| Lower=     .0000     Upper=+infinity        | 
| LM test [df] for tobit=     45.196[  9]     | 
| ANOVA  based fit measure =    .220508       | 
| DECOMP based fit measure =    .228694       | 
+---------------------------------------------+

+---------+--------------+----------------+--------+---------+-------
---+
|Variable | Coefficient  | Standard Error |b/St.Er.|P[|Z|>z] | Mean 
of X| 
+---------+--------------+----------------+--------+---------+-------
---+
          Primary Index Equation for Model 
 Constant      1.47817301     1.42724873     1.036   .3004 
 SEX           2.43914681      .31525201     7.737   .0000
.56000000
 AGE           -.03606612      .01808769    -1.994   .0462
41.3000000
 STATUS        -.38765619      .30197721    -1.284   .1992
.48000000
 FAMILY         .29579555      .10641638     2.780   .0054
2.82000000
 EDU           -.34783437      .31532528    -1.103   .2700
.52000000
 OCC            .61068773      .35644022     1.713   .0867
.56000000
 INCOME         .00034406    .612755D-04     5.615   .0000
4740.00000
 AGAIN         1.06674705     1.04728916     1.019   .3084
.98000000
          Disturbance standard deviation 
 Sigma         2.77043971      .09794984    28.284   .0000 

4

           -  2  Marginal Effect

+-------------------------------------------+
| Partial derivatives of expected val. with | 
| respect to the vector of characteristics. | 
| They are computed at the means of the Xs. | 
| Observations used for means are All Obs.  | 
| Conditional Mean at Sample Point   4.8331 | 
| Scale Factor for Marginal Effects   .9557 | 
+-------------------------------------------+

+---------+--------------+----------------+--------+---------+---
-------+
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|Variable | Coefficient  | Standard Error |b/St.Er.|P[|Z|>z] | 
Mean of X| 
+---------+--------------+----------------+--------+---------+---
-------+
 SEX           2.56585754      .27442368     9.350   .0000
.56000000
 AGE           -.00017714      .01004027     -.018   .9859
41.3000000
 FAMILY         .36194715      .08471953     4.272   .0000
2.82000000
 OCC           1.17788123      .27085151     4.349   .0000
.56000000
 INCOME         .00030814    .574097D-04     5.367   .0000
4740.00000
 Sigma         25.5428552   ......(Fixed Parameter)....... 

5

           -  3  Tobit 

+---------------------------------------------+
| Limited Dependent Variable Model - CENSORED | 
| Maximum Likelihood Estimates                | 
| Model estimated: Mar 03, 2011 at 11:02:29AM.| 
| Dependent variable                 WTP3     | 
| Weighting variable                 None     | 
| Number of observations              400     | 
| Iterations completed                  3     | 
| Log likelihood function       -1067.162     | 
| Threshold values for the model:             | 
| Lower=     .0000     Upper=+infinity        | 
| LM test [df] for tobit=     34.487[  9]     | 
| ANOVA  based fit measure =    .229802       | 
| DECOMP based fit measure =    .236197       | 
+---------------------------------------------+
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+---------+--------------+----------------+--------+---------+---
-------+
|Variable | Coefficient  | Standard Error |b/St.Er.|P[|Z|>z] | 
Mean of X| 
+---------+--------------+----------------+--------+---------+---
-------+
          Primary Index Equation for Model 
 Constant      1.63513955     1.79626441      .910   .3627 
 SEX           2.20475198      .39676053     5.557   .0000
.56000000
 AGE           -.07304555      .02276428    -3.209   .0013
41.3000000
 STATUS       -1.30880593      .38005352    -3.444   .0006
.48000000
 FAMILY         .51217401      .13393038     3.824   .0001
2.82000000
 EDU          -1.06444797      .39685274    -2.682   .0073
.52000000
 OCC           1.16045123      .44859797     2.587   .0097
.56000000
 INCOME         .00042721    .771183D-04     5.540   .0000
4740.00000
 AGAIN         3.70361542     1.31806616     2.810   .0050
.98000000
          Disturbance standard deviation 
 Sigma         3.48673791      .12327480    28.284   .0000 

6

           -  3  Marginal Effect

+-------------------------------------------+
| Partial derivatives of expected val. with | 
| respect to the vector of characteristics. | 
| They are computed at the means of the Xs. | 
| Observations used for means are All Obs.  | 
| Conditional Mean at Sample Point   6.4502 | 
| Scale Factor for Marginal Effects   .9667 | 
+-------------------------------------------+

+---------+--------------+----------------+--------+---------+---
-------+
|Variable | Coefficient  | Standard Error |b/St.Er.|P[|Z|>z] | 
Mean of X| 
+---------+--------------+----------------+--------+---------+---
-------+
 SEX           2.24633712      .36313802     6.186   .0000
.56000000
 AGE           -.06037629      .01892498    -3.190   .0014
41.3000000
 STATUS       -1.28536100      .36724801    -3.500   .0005
.48000000
 FAMILY         .54565595      .11724855     4.654   .0000
2.82000000
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 EDU           -.95779126      .37594663    -2.548   .0108
.52000000
 OCC           1.28114942      .39751025     3.223   .0013
.56000000
 INCOME         .00040043    .733522D-04     5.459   .0000
4740.00000
 AGAIN         4.47755626      .81108345     5.520   .0000
.98000000
 Sigma         42.1555996   ......(Fixed Parameter)....... 

7

          -  4  Tobit 

+---------------------------------------------+
| Limited Dependent Variable Model - CENSORED | 
| Maximum Likelihood Estimates                | 
| Model estimated: Mar 03, 2011 at 11:15:29AM.| 
| Dependent variable                 WTP4     | 
| Weighting variable                 None     | 
| Number of observations              400     | 
| Iterations completed                  3     | 
| Log likelihood function       -1250.727     | 
| Threshold values for the model:             | 
| Lower=     .0000     Upper=+infinity        | 
| LM test [df] for tobit=     64.844[  9]     | 
| ANOVA  based fit measure =    .192571       | 
| DECOMP based fit measure =    .202307       | 
+---------------------------------------------+

+---------+--------------+----------------+--------+---------+---
-------+
|Variable | Coefficient  | Standard Error |b/St.Er.|P[|Z|>z] | 
Mean of X| 
+---------+--------------+----------------+--------+---------+---
-------+
          Primary Index Equation for Model 
 Constant      5.61376046     2.84232140     1.975   .0483 
 SEX           2.65514711      .62781456     4.229   .0000
.56000000
 AGE           -.12040997      .03602108    -3.343   .0008
41.3000000
 STATUS       -1.36487747      .60137820    -2.270   .0232
.48000000
 FAMILY        -.01693029      .21192492     -.080   .9363
2.82000000
 EDU          -2.38032727      .62796047    -3.791   .0002
.52000000
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 OCC           1.68371336      .70983960     2.372   .0177
.56000000
 INCOME         .00067033      .00012203     5.493   .0000
4740.00000
 AGAIN         4.38031421     2.08564375     2.100   .0357
.98000000
          Disturbance standard deviation 
 Sigma         5.51724440      .19506405    28.284   .0000 

8

           -  4  Marginal Effect

+-------------------------------------------+
| Partial derivatives of expected val. with | 
| respect to the vector of characteristics. | 
| They are computed at the means of the Xs. | 
| Observations used for means are All Obs.  | 
| Conditional Mean at Sample Point   8.6853 | 
| Scale Factor for Marginal Effects   .9380 | 
+-------------------------------------------+

+---------+--------------+----------------+--------+---------+---
-------+
|Variable | Coefficient  | Standard Error |b/St.Er.|P[|Z|>z] | 
Mean of X| 
+---------+--------------+----------------+--------+---------+---
-------+
 SEX           2.77920598      .54915526     5.061   .0000
.56000000
 AGE           -.07359066      .02851442    -2.581   .0099
41.3000000
 STATUS       -1.33946085      .56644575    -2.365   .0180
.48000000
 EDU          -1.84229058      .55067895    -3.345   .0008
.52000000
 OCC           2.19111857      .60623567     3.614   .0003
.56000000
 INCOME         .00057113      .00011162     5.117   .0000
4740.00000
 AGAIN         7.30301141     1.23136908     5.931   .0000
.98000000
 Sigma         265734.396   ......(Fixed Parameter)....... 
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